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QUESTION 1

Pursuant to Article 4(5) of the GDPR, data is considered "pseudonymized" if? 

A. It cannot be attributed to a data subject without the use of additional information. 

B. It cannot be attributed to a person under any circumstances. 

C. It can only be attributed to a person by the controller. 

D. It can only be attributed to a person by a third party. 

Correct Answer: A 

Reference: https://dataprivacymanager.net/pseudonymization-according-to-the-gdpr/ 

 

QUESTION 2

SCENARIO 

Please use the following to answer the next question: 

Liem, an online retailer known for its environmentally friendly shoes, has recently expanded its presence in Europe.
Anxious to achieve market dominance, Liem teamed up with another eco friendly company, EcoMick, which sells
accessories 

like belts and bags. Together the companies drew up a series of marketing campaigns designed to highlight the
environmental and economic benefits of their products. After months of planning, Liem and EcoMick entered into a data
sharing 

agreement to use the same marketing database, MarketIQ, to send the campaigns to their respective contacts. 

Liem and EcoMick also entered into a data processing agreement with MarketIQ, the terms of which included
processing personal data only upon Liem and EcoMick\\'s instructions, and making available to them all information
necessary to 

demonstrate compliance with GDPR obligations. 

Liem and EcoMick then procured the services of a company called JaphSoft, a marketing optimization firm that uses
machine learning to help companies run successful campaigns. Clients provide JaphSoft with the personal data of 

individuals they would like to be targeted in each campaign. To ensure protection of its 

clients\\' data, JaphSoft implements the technical and organizational measures it deems appropriate. JaphSoft works to
continually improve its machine learning models by analyzing the data it receives from its clients to determine the most 

successful components of a successful campaign. JaphSoft then uses such models in providing services to its client-
base. Since the models improve only over a period of time as more information is collected, JaphSoft does not have a 

deletion process for the data it receives from clients. However, to ensure compliance with data privacy rules, JaphSoft
pseudonymizes the personal data by removing identifying 

information from the contact information. JaphSoft\\'s engineers, however, maintain all contact information in the same
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database as the identifying information. 

Under its agreement with Liem and EcoMick, JaphSoft received access to MarketIQ, which included contact information
as well as prior purchase history for such contacts, to create campaigns that would result in the most views of the two 

companies\\' websites. A prior Liem customer, Ms. Iman, received a marketing campaign from JaphSoft regarding
Liem\\'s as well as EcoMick\\'s latest products. While Ms. Iman recalls checking a box to receive information in the future
regarding 

Liem\\'s products, she has never shopped EcoMick, nor provided her personal data to that company. 

JaphSoft\\'s use of pseudonymization is NOT in compliance with the CDPR because? 

A. JaphSoft failed to first anonymize the personal data. 

B. JaphSoft pseudonymized all the data instead of deleting what it no longer needed. 

C. JaphSoft was in possession of information that could be used to identify data subjects. 

D. JaphSoft failed to keep personally identifiable information in a separate database. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

As a result of the European Court of Justice\\'s ruling in the case of Google v. Spain, search engines outside the EEA
are also likely to be subject to the Regulation\\'s right to be forgotten. This holds true if the activities of an EU subsidiary
and its U.S. parent are what? 

A. Supervised by the same Data Protection Officer. 

B. Consistent with Privacy Shield requirements 

C. Bound by a standard contractual clause. 

D. Inextricably linked in their businesses. 

Correct Answer: D 

Reference: http://curia.europa.eu/juris/document/document.jsf?docid=138782anddoclang=EN 

 

QUESTION 4

A worker in a European Union (EU) member state has ceased his employment with a company. What should the
employer most likely do in regard to the worker\\'s personal data? 

A. Destroy sensitive information and store the rest per applicable data protection rules. 

B. Store all of the data in case the departing worker makes a subject access request. 

C. Securely store the data that is required to be kept under local law. 

D. Provide the employee the reasons for retaining the data. 
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Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

Under the GDPR, who would be LEAST likely to be allowed to engage in the collection, use, and disclosure of a data
subject\\'s sensitive medical information without the data subject\\'s knowledge or consent? 

A. A member of the judiciary involved in adjudicating a legal dispute involving the data subject and concerning the
health of the data subject. 

B. A public authority responsible for public health, where the sharing of such information is considered necessary for the
protection of the general populace. 

C. A health professional involved in the medical care for the data subject, where the data subject\\'s life hinges on the
timely dissemination of such information. 

D. A journalist writing an article relating to the medical condition in QUESTION, who believes that the publication of such
information is in the public interest. 

Correct Answer: B 

Reference: 

https://www.eui.eu/Documents/ServicesAdmin/DeanOfStudies/ResearchEthics/Guide- Data- Protection-Research.pdf 
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